The C4ISR Architecture Framework provides views, models and a method to describe an information system architecture.

The DoDAF - Defence Architecture Framework as successor of the C4ISR is the DoDAF provides views and models to develop an information system architecture for weapon integration and service-oriented structures.

The TAFM - Technical Architectural Framework for Information Management helped with a reference model and steps to describe and develop a technical architecture.

The DoD TRM - Department of Defence Technical Reference Model supports a technical structure for development and acquisition of IT-solutions.

The U. S. General Accounting Office (GAO), Washington DC EAMMF - Enterprise Architecture Management Maturity Framework helps to define the maturity of the EA-development.

The U. S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB), Washington DC OMA - Object Management Group provides a framework for developing and maintaining information systems. It is revised by the TEAF.

The NATO Enterprise Architecture Framework describes required contents of an architecture description.

The DoD DAMO - Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency helps to define the maturity of the EA-development.

The European Commission Comité Européen de Normalisation HIF - Healthcare Information Framework (ENV 14243) supports specification of services on the middleware layer and describes a healthcare information system architecture.

The U.K. Department for Transport TRAK - The Rail Architecture Framework is a reference architecture framework in adapting MCOAF.

The Université de Bordeaux, Laboratory of Automation and Production (LAP) Basque Country - Spain MCOAF - Integrated Methodology supports analysis and specification of CIM systems implementations.


The Delégation Générale pour l'Armement (DGA) GATE - Atelier de Gestion de l'Architecture (GATE) provides viewpoints including models of the information system architecture.

The U. S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB), Washington DC OMA - Object Management Group provides a framework for developing and maintaining information systems. It is revised by the TEAF.

The NSF - Information Framework a matrix for analysing and structuring information.

The U. K. Cabinet Office G-SP - Government Interoperability Framework to realise interoperability between 2A, 2B and 2C.

The U. K. Department for Transport TRAK - The Rail Architecture Framework is a reference architecture framework in adapting MCOAF.

The Université de Bordeaux, Laboratory of Automation and Production (LAP) Basque Country - Spain MCOAF - Integrated Methodology supports analysis and specification of CIM systems implementations.